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Introduction

The Future Transport Zone is a
Transport for West Midlands run,
Department for Transport funded
(£22 million), programme looking
at what the future of transport
could be for the West Midlands.

Future Transport Zone
Philosophy

PROBLEM to fix:

The way we collectively choose to travel and move goods is not sustainable.

WHY we exist: We empower and enable people to make sustainable travel decisions
HOW we work: Focus on how we connect people cleanly and safely
WHAT we do: FTZ seeks to understand the population and travel behavior more deeply; then uses new
technology/systems/services combined with an improved data capability to empower and enable people to
make sustainable travel choices.

STRATEGY principles: Our strategy is intentionally iterative. Based on population insight new

technology/systems/services/data approaches are trialed in a controlled manner. Impacts are assessed against
Environmental, Economic and Social variables. Subsequent activities are based on the resultant balance of these
factors.

Future Transport Zone
“We empower and enable people to make sustainable travel decisions"

FTZ Legacy
UNDERSTANDING behaviour
around transport

TARGETTED transport

inventions become possible

DATA architecture capable of

managing a network of increased
diversity and complexity
The FTZ seeks to understand the local population, developing new transport
services to further modal shift and transport decarbonisation. Promoting a clean
and green recovery this activity is underpinned by an developing data capability
and deployment of the mobility as a service (MaaS) model.
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Data gathering, Insight, Monitoring and Evaluation
Communications and Marketing
Existing
services

Incentives

Additional
services

One service
interface

Infrastructure
improvements

Experience

Disincentives

amplification

FTZ funded programme until March 2023

Experience Amplification
Light my way to pick
up

Know who I’m
travelling with
Preference my pickup

Travel buddy service

Individual screen
control and access

I want to
SOCIALISE
WITH OTHERS

I feel SAFE

I am in
COMMAND

Cost up front

Cinema (IMAX
experience)
Power provision

I want to be
ENTERTAINED

Lighting adjustment
Adjustable seating

WiFi

EXPERIENCE AMPLIFIERS
I want to be
PRODUCTIVE

I want to
reach my
DESTINATION

I require a
SERVICE

Working tables
ETA display

Food / drink on arrival

I value my
WELLBEING

Control onboard
ambiance (smell, lights
etc)
Partitioned / zonal
travel
I want to learn

Time management
service
Errand share
Learn a new skill
(language)

The Challenge is Significant…
Study based on priority needs when
considering commuting (Binley
Industry Estate, Coventry). This is
mode agnostic but 71% of
population drive to work.

High frequency
responses

Medium frequency responses

Hygiene – must do well
Low frequency responses

Opportunity for differentiation from car travel
Positive reinforcement opportunities

One Service Interface - MaaS Ecosystem
A philosophy of integration and customer focus…

With the customer at is heart, end to end customer experience is the key saleable commodity driving modal
selection. It also offers a bridge to connect elements of lifestyle together, not limited to transport.

Communications and Marketing

Monitoring Programme
Customer insight around
who and why modal
decisions are taken will
result from interviews,
travel diaries, surveys and
segmentation model.

Journey type

Service dashboards will
exist to monitor all local
travel movement.

Local Public
Transport

Private and shared
micromobility

Local car use

Shared vehicle use

Demand responsive
services

Monitoring all local service traffic gives full visibility of new travel practises and allows for granular
understanding of certain influences, e.g. local events / monetary incetives etc. This can be supplemented
by survey work qualitative analysis

What we’re learning
Focus on service growth. Building service
awareness and use without strenuous
targets for revenue.

Recognising that travel behaviours are
in a transient period. Choice availability
and awareness now can help define new
sustainable behaviours later.

September is a key target. With a new

cohort of students we seek to make initial
judgements about modal mix and viability
Sept 21 – Mar 22.

What we’re learning
As part of our analysis we are conscious
to understand WHY certain stimuli
deliver the modal trends we are
observing. To do this we need to link
JOURNEY TYPE with WHO is travelling
and also what their respective
AVAILABILITY is for any particular
service (start and end of journey).
To do this we will build upon our data
dashboard, supplemented by our
qualitative research and bolstered by
our geographic understanding of
service coverage.
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Thank You
Any Questions

Mark Collins (mark.collins@tfwm.org.uk)
George Saxon (G.S.Saxon@warwick.ac.uk)
Graham Hine (g.hine@warwick.ac.uk)

